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Wow classic fury warrior rotation

Check out the best settings for your angry warrior in the WoW Classic when it comes to PvE DPS. You may want to check out our first Warrior Leveling Guide, Changelog adds bis equipment to phase 2, adds BiS equipment, phase 3, monitors build capacity, consumables and spins, creating an overview, while leveling
the warrior level to 60 is a tough challenge the player manages to do to be rewarded with the most potent classes in the game (both for tank management and damage). For the most part, Fury Warriors top DPS meters in classics and finely scaled with Gear, which means they get even better as the game progresses
through Raid Tiers, however, the fact that the class is well done in the end-game is widely known, resulting in plenty of warriors and can be extremely difficult to find a strong attack guild. Another side effect of the warrior's popularity and clearly visible strength is the fact that solid equipment is hard to obtain, since the
competition for it is always fierce (there will always be many angry warriors in every Raid and they will all need the exact same items). If you want a core angry warrior, you need to be one of the best angry warriors out there, otherwise you will drown in a sea of other angry users, Pros Cons Scales as well, with high gear
dependence (warrior offers, low gear, relatively low DPS), very high DPS potential, especially with reasonable, very slow and hard-to-single levels, can act as off-tank in raids and as the main tank in 5 people if needed (may require a set of spare tanks). Getting equipment in an attack (or even finding a Raid/ Guild) can
be a real strong problem in PvP as well, especially with The Healer Bag, plenty of angry warriors may force you to eventually roll into a very high tank, skill caps, not only in PvP (warriors are a good class for minmaxers), high repair costs will burn a big hole in your wallet, especially during the ultimate breakthrough
progress competitive choice. If you want to know more about other race selections, check out our WoW Classic Beginner's Guide, which we dive into all available warrior race options for both groups. Partner, if you want your race to affect your DPS, there is only one option in the alliance and be human. His sword and
Mace expertise gives him an advantage over other existing partner races. They reduce your chances of missing an attack, reduce the chances of enemies dodging blocks and parry, and mainly reduce the explosion (loss of damage of agreement drops in proportion to the difference between the goal's defensive skills and
Attaker's weapons skills). This is very large for DPS, the race of the Horde Classic is too unbalanced. This clearly shows when you look at what is available for Horde and see that Undead, Troll and Tauren can't really compete with Orc. He has axe expertise and blood fury has the greatest impact on DPS, leaving all
other hord races behind. What's more, Orc's Stun-Resist passive makes him excellent in PvP as well, so you don't need to compromise between PvP and PvE when choosing competition in the horde, the best career choice, there's only one career that makes a real impact on attack and engineering (alchemy is also a
good option, but you can buy Flasks, Elixirs and Potions from other players, which makes it less impactful), helping you access the powerful explosives that add your A DPSoE and Single-Target. What's more, it allows you to create and use Gnomish Battle Chicken Trinket, which calls the guardian chicken that fights
alongside you, and has a hit chance to throw Battle Squawk, which increases the melee attack speed of all party members by 5%, making it a must-have in all groups of matches. The fact that engineering is also considered the best PvP profession is an additional benefit to power in a PvE environment, you should at first
choose mining to complement your engineering skills, you can always turn it into another career you want later. Note: If you want to know more about all available occupations and secondary skills, please check out our detailed WoW Classic professional pair. You should strive to upgrade them before upgrading other
gear parts, the most important weapon statistics to look for as angry warriors are DPS's weapons weapons skills - increase your chances of hitting, reducing the chances of enemies blocking Dodge and Parry and counter-punishing bomb penalties. You should strive to get 308 weapon skills (if you choose Orc/Human, all
you need is 3 more points). Increase your chances of hitting targets, which positively affects your DPS (both directly when hits more = more damage and indirectly when hits more = more anger = more special attacks = more damage), more attacks) - give you the opportunity to manage additional damage (critical)
against all your attacks. It also increases your Flurry's running time, effectively attacking power/strength - increasing the damage you deal with your enemies. The strength of the warrior to the damage ratio is calculated as follows: 1 Str = 2 AP and 14 AP = 1 DPS weapon (so 7 Str = 1 DPS weapon) agility - increase your
significant strike chances, give you a higher online presence and generally increase your DPS. The best talent generated, the proper allocation of capabilities is needed for adding damage output. Here we will explain the best specifications and take you through the talent tree. To explain some options, there are two
routes to choose from - the standard Dual Wield model that provides the most sustainable DPS and the creation of second-hand, alternatives that can be used if you come up with a strong second-hand weapon, which is better. Your current One Handers are clear. What's more, second-hand creation is a good choice at
the beginning due to the lower hit demand (with second-hand weapons, you ignore the two-sided hit chance penalty), especially on the side of horde, thanks to Windfury Totem, the angry warrior, the double wield pve dps build arm tree: 3/3. Improved Strike Heroes 3/3 Update Rend 5/5 Tactical Expertise - a very strong
capability that allows you to switch postures during battles without significant loss of anger. Without it, Stance Dancing would be impossible. Anger Management 1/1 - This ability may surprise you because it has assets that are not displayed in the tooltip. In addition, well coordinated with Bloodrage allows you to pile on
the rage before starting a 3/3 deep wound battle - the bleeding effect ignores the armor, making this ability even better than seeing 2/2 Impale - this gives you a 20% critical strike damage bonus from all your abilities, only 2 extra points, the bargain to say the least. Angry Tree: 5/5 Brutal - The Warriors have a very
important strike coordination, so there is no real alternative here 5/5 Unbridled Wrath - a 40% chance to build 1 point of rage after managing melee damage with weapons. Strong ability to synchronize with Dual-Wielding (2 weapons = more hits = more rage generated with) 5/5 Improved Battle Shout - This is a
changeable option, as it allows you to increase your group's DPS (if it consists of melee characters as it should be). At the expense of the global cooldown and 10 Fury 5/5 Dual Wielding expertly - this reduces the penalty of damage of the weapon, the hand makes handling damage 62,5% instead of the standard 50%
2/2 improve operation 5/5 Enrage - great ability for PvP and not want to use my score on anything, but I have to if I want to unlock the next Talent for PvE. Just be careful when you take it during a 5/5 Flurry heavy AoE encounter - the reason you take 5 points in Enrage if you have a good Strik key opportunity, this will
increase your DPS significantly. After gearing up in a higher Raid layer, you will be able to maintain flurry all the time 1/1 Bloodthirst - an instant powerful capability to short cooldowns and strong DPS contributors with very little health regeneration effects attached. Angry Warrior Two Hand PvE DPS Build Arm Tree: 2/3
Improved Strike Heroes 3/3 Update Rend 5/5 Tactical Expertise 1/2 Power Improvement - Make Your Power More often 25% make it worth it to swap Stance, don't forget to use it when the anger is low, or you will lose DPS, it also works as a reliable Flurry stimulant 1/3 Deep Wounds 3/5 Second Hand Weapon
Expertise - Flat Damage Increases Sadly You Can't Afford to spend more than 3 points on it 2/2 Impale Fury Tree: 5/5 Brutal 5/5 Wrath 3/3 Cleave Update - This capability adds a little damage to your Cleave, although it only adds bonuses, but cleave damage does not all, but it still overcomes other options when it
comes to adding DPS 1/1 Piercing Howl - can use cc extra if necessary (some additional utilities are always good). Improved shouting battles 5/5 Enrage 4/5 Slam Update - Slam deal with weapon damage, which makes it very strong with slow secondhand weapons and this ability significantly reduces the casting time of
the slam. In addition, slams do not eat swing weapons, unlike Heroic Strike, which makes it popular as the ability to spend 1/1 Death Wish 5/5 Flurry 1/1 Bloodthirst to get pre-Raid/Raid BiS Gear to increase your DPS, you should strive to assemble the best gear. This applies to both pre-attack and each level/attack



process. Also, remember that it is the weapon that provides the maximum DPS boost, so you should start by getting the best warrior weapon. Below we will show you a list of BiS (Bst-in-slot) for all device slots. Note 1: The list will be updated with new entries along with a new raid/phase introduction, so don't forget to visit
this page after the new Raid opens for updates on the current best warrior list in each lot. หมายเหตุ 2: รายการในชองที่ดีที่สุดอาจแตกตางกันไปขึน้อยูกับการแขงขันของคุณเน่ืองจากทักษะอาวุธที่เพิ่มขึน้เชื้อชาติ (ดาบและ Maces จะดีกวาสําหรับมนุษยและขวานจะดีกวาสําหรับ Orcs) The Best Warrior Items Weapon (MH) Pre-Raid
- Ironfoe (Drop from Emperor Dagran Thaurissan, Blackrock Depths) / Dal'Rend's Sacred Charge (Drop from Warchief Rend Blackhand, Upper Blackrock Spire) Phase 1 - Ironfoe / Deathbringer / Vis'kag the Bloodletter (Last two drop from Onyxia, Onyxia's Lair) Phase 2 - Empyrean Demolisher (Drop from Lord Kazzak,
Blasted Lands World Boss) / High Warlord's Blade/High Warlord's Cleaver (Rank 14 PvP Reward) Phase 3 - Empyrean Demolisher / High Warlord's Blade/High Warlord's Cleaver  Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Weapon (OH) Pre-Raid - Felstriker / Dal'Rend's Tribal Guardian (Both drop from Warchief
Rend Blackhand, Upper Blackrock Spire)  Phase 1 - Brutality Blade (Drop from Garr, Molten Core) Phase 2 - High Warlord's Quickblade / High Warlord's Cleaver / High Warlord's Cleaver (Rank 14 PvP Reward) Phase 3 - High Warlord's Quickblade / High Warlord's Cleaver / High Warlord's Cleaver Phase 4 - TBA Phase
5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Weapon (2H) Pre-Raid Shahram's (dropped by General Drakkisath, on Blackrock Spire) / Arcanite Reaper (Blacksmith Recipe) Phase 1 - Bonereaver Edge (Dropped from Ragnaros, Upper Smelter) Phase 2 - Bonereaver Edge Phase 3 - Bonereaver Edge Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 -
TBA Pre-Attack Range - Blackcrow / Riphook (Both Fell from Shadow Hunter Vosh'gajin, Black Spirock Bottom) Phase 1 - Striker's Mark (Dropped from Magmadar, Molten Core) Phase 2 - Striker's Mark Phase 3 - Striker's Mark Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Trinket 1 Pre-Raid - Hand of Justice (Dropped
from Emperor Da Thagranuris, Blackrock Depths) Phase 1 - Hand of Justice Phase 2 - Hand of Justice Phase 3 - Drake Fang Talisman (Dropped from Ebonroc, Blackwing Lair) Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Trinket 2 Before Invasion - Blackhand's Breadth (Quest Award for Horde! Phase 1 - Blackhand's
Breadth Phase 2 - Blackhand's Breadth Phase 3 - Blackhand's Breadth Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - T PHASE 6 - TBA Neck Before Invasion - Mark's Fordring (Quest Prize from In The Dream, Western Plague) Phase 1 - Onyxia Tooth Pendant (Quest Award from for All to See/Celebrate Good Times, Onyxia's Lair) ระยะที่ 2
- จีฟ้น Onyxia ระยะที่ 3 - จีฟ้น Onyxia ระยะที่ 4 - TBA เฟส 5 - TBA เฟส 6 - TBA Ring 1 Pre-Raid - Blackstone Ring มาราโอดอน) เฟส 1 - วงแหวนแบล็คสโตน เฟส 2 - ดอน จูลิโอ (Alterac Valley Reputation Reward - Exalted) เฟส 3 - วง Don Julio's Band Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Ring 2 Pre-Raid -
Painweaver Band (หลนจาก General Drakkisath, Upper Blackrock Spire) เฟส 1 - Painweaver Band , Molten Core) Phase 2 - Quick Strine Ring Phase 3 - Master Dragonslayer's Ring (Quest Reward from The Lord of Blackrock / The Lord of Blackrock, Blackwing Lair) Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Head
Pre-Raid - Lionheart Helm (Blacksmithing Recipe) Phase 1 - Lionheart Helm Phase 2 - Lionheart Helm Phase 3 - Lionheart Helm Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Chest Pre-Raid -  Savage Gladiator Chain (Drop from Gorosh the Dervish, Blackrock Depths) Phase 1 - Savage Gladiator Chain Phase 2 -
Savage Gladiator Chain / Warlord's Plate Armor (Rank 13 PvP Reward) Phase 3 - Savage Gladiator Chain / Warlord's Plate Armor Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Legs Pre-Raid - Devilsaur Leggings (Leatherworking Recipe) Phase 1 - Devilsaur Leggings Phase 2 - Legionnaire's Plate Leggings (Rank 8
PvP Reward) / General's Plate Leggings (Rank 12 PvP Reward) Phase 3 - Legionnaire's Plate Leggings / General's Plate Leggings Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Gloves Pre-Raid - Devilsaur Gauntlets (Leatherworking Recipe) / Edgemaster's Handguards (if you ไมมีทักษะดานอาวุธ World Drop Epic)
Phase 1 - Devilsaur Gauntlets/ Flameguard Gauntlets (Dropped from Magmadar, Molten Core) Phase 2 - Blood Guard Gauntlets (7th PvP) / General Dish Gauntlets (12th PvP Reward) Phase 3 - Gauntlets Blood Guard Plate / Gauntlets General Dish Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Boots Before Invasion -
Scholomance Blood Shoes) Phase 4 1 - Bloodmail Boots Phase 2 - Bloodmail Boots / General Sheet Boots (12th PvP Award) Phase 3 - Color Boots (Dropped from Chromaggus, Blackwing Lair) / General Pad Boots Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Shoulder Before Attack - Truestrike Shoulder (Dropped
from Pyroguard Emberseer, Upper Blackrock Spire) Phase 1 - Truestrike Shoulder Phase 2 - Champion Shoulder Plate (10th Place PvP Award) / Lord's Plate Shoulder (13th PvP Reward) Phase 3 - TBA Phase 4 - TBA Phase 4 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA wrist before attack - Battleborn Armbraces (Dropped from Warchief
Rend Blackhand , Upper Blackrock Spire) Phase 1 - Wrist watch of stability (drop from Boss Flameters, Molten Core) Phase 2 - Wrist Watch of Stability / Berserker Bracers (Warsong Gulch Fame Award - Lofty) Phase 3 - Wrist of Stability / Berserker Bracers Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Belt Before The
Raid - Brigamdle Girdisath (Reduced from General Drakkisath, Upper Blackrock Spire) Phase 1 - Onslaught Girdle (Dropped from Ragnaros, Molten Core) Phase 2 - Onslaught Girdle Phase 3 - Onslaught Girdle Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA Pre-Back Raid - Cape Black Baron (Dropped from Baron
Rivendar, Stratholme) Phase 1 - Pitched Black Baron Phase 2 - Puissant Cape (Dropped from Azuregos, Azshara World Boss) Phase 3 - Puissant Cape Phase 4 - TBA Phase 5 - TBA Phase 6 - TBA The Best Enchants and Optimum Consumables will greatly increase your damage yield. While exposure to castacin as a
single deal, agricultural supplies may be a real job, it's still worth it, as the figures clearly show. Best Weapon (MH) - Crusader (chance to gain +125 strength for 15 seconds) Weapon (OH) Weapon - Crusader (chance to gain +125 strength for 15 seconds) Weapon (2H) Weapon - Crusader (chance to gain +125 strength
for 15 seconds) Voracity's little head Arcanum (+8 strength, available from Libram Quest in Combustion) Chest-bust ingress - more statistics (+4 to all statistics), Voracity's less arcanum legs (+8 strength, available from Libram of Voracity Quest in Burning Steppes), magic hand gloves - greater strength (+7 strength), high
heels, foot - slight speed (+8% running speed) or shoes - greater agility (+7 Ag passion) Chromatic fuls of dawn +5 to all resistance) Enchant Bracer Wrist - Superior Strength (+9 Strength) Back Cloak Enchant - Less Agility (+3 Agility) Best Sunfruit enjoys +15 strength for 10 minutes, available from the Argent Dawn
quarter after reaching the revered R.O.I.D.S. +25 strength for 60 minutes. Dense sharpening stone +8 damaged weapons for 30 minutes can be purchased on AH or directly from the Blacksmith's Poison Water Mongoose +25 Agility and +2% key strike chance for 60 minutes. Prizes from famous quests from NPC Witch
Doctor Mau'ari, Everlook, Winterspring Juju may +40, 10 minutes of attack power, from the famous quests from NPC Witch Doctor Mau'ari, Everlook, Winter Spring Water +35, Winter Fire Fighting Power +35, WinterFalls, WinterFires in Winter (Winter Spring May May Rage + 45 to 75 Rage in a 2-minute cooldown can be
purchased on AH or directly from Alchemist. The warrior classic spins without strict rotation and use the priority list instead. Please use the following priority list for a single sustainable target damage output: perform if the target is below 20% Health Heroic Strike /Slam (if using 2 hands) to transfer excess anger/hamstring
to transfer excess anger, please use the following sequence while in multiple. Target involvement: Carry out the priority goal if under 20% Health Cleave to goof the excess Rage Hamstring to discard the excess anger tips and tricks for warriors who want the Raiders if you want to deal with more damage and prominence
from your Raid Match Stack Consumables, taking some extra gold or a few extra hours of grinding may secure you a point in the raid, leading raids like dedicated and forthcoming players. You should add the /startattack macro to all your nasty capabilities. Other macros such as /cancelaura x, weapon swap (/equip
WeaponName) and even mouse movement (/cast [target=mouseover, available] AbilityName; It's worth considering as well. Always try to keep up to date, get an addon that tracks your performance and try to optimize your device and rotation. Note END This guide will help you prepare for the legendary vanilla attack
experience and allow you to progress through Raid Tiers effectively and have plenty of fun. We hope you will find this guide useful and informative.  If we miss important information for you, please let us know!  Please note that this is our first guide and we are pleased to receive constructive reviews that will help us
improve, so follow your instructions in the comments section below. The image used in this article is an intellectual image. of Blizzard Entertainment Inc. Inc.
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